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Ballard – Mikey's Blue Sky Enterprises, an entirely virtual and virtuous endeavor, proudly and preemptively announces 
'Acronyms as a Service' (AaaS).  Following such industry innovations as SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, DaaS, MaaS, CaaS, and 
especially XaaS* (collectively 'SPIDMCX'), AaaS offers users the convenient creation of a sophisticated sounding label 
for their own pretentious product offering.  MBSE is positioning AaaS as the latest, greatest 'as-a-service' technology, 
intending to be a market leader in this itty-bitty niche.  Tiny pond, sure, but honkin' huge fish – hey, we think it's a 
business model that will work for us.

Using AaaS is easy.  Customers provide MBSE's AaaS with a description of their product and receive an academic-
looking acronym in return.  Naturally, the best acronyms will come from the most complete descriptions, which, 
correspondingly, will have lower fees.  Indeed, this fee will range down to zero for submissions that include code that is 
complete, operational, debugged, and well documented, especially if accompanied by a comprehensive, irrevocable, and 
exclusive unconditional release and transfer of royalty-free licensing rights – or (preferred) outright ownership.

“We had hoped to announce AaaS at the beginning of April”, said Mikey, MBSE's CHI (Compulsive Humor Instigator), 
“but we're, like, late.  It was a vaguely defined and loosely spec'd software project (VDLSSP), after all.”

Many organizations promise SLAs but MBSE has advanced technology to the next letter in the alphabet and is pleased as 
punch to provide TLAs – Three Letter Acronyms.  While TLAs have been ubiquitous in the IT world for decades, AaaS is 
a brazen attempt to actually cash in on them.  MBSE briefly considered the more blatant 'GaaS' ('Greenbacks as a 
Service') model but realized that we would be competing with venture capital firms and, in addition, from the perspective 
of MBSE, the service would exhibit 100% negative cash flow (that is, outward).  Even without an MBA it was obvious 
that this would be neither sustainable long term nor even remotely profitable.  Zero ROI and a very poor NPV.  Bleh.

Work has begun on FLWAs – Four Letter Words and Acronyms – but progress has been slow due to difficulties with 
printing.  While some of these obstacles are related to manageable market-based constraints (i.e., customers must be at 
least 18 years old), final product release depends on wider distribution of the Unicode Profanity Code Points (UPCP or 
'UniProCoPo').  Until this character set is properly installed, customers will find that some FLWAs are unprintable.

The current product, AaaS, is epigrammatically complete and ready for immediate deployment.  AaaS is:
• infinitely symmetrically scalable in multiple concurrent dimensions
• a sophisticated technology-driven methodology of harnessing invisible and intangible infrastructure
• configurable with numerous parameters for optimal just-in-time user derangement
• a real 'go-getter', giving 110% 24/7 in the goal-focused pursuit of misspelled #hemptags
• chock full of liability-generating forward looking statements (did we mention our forthcoming IPO?)
• asynchronously applicable to all heterogeneous paradigms with on-the-fly and off-the-wall interfaces
• as close to 100% buzzword compliant as we could get while maintaining some semblance of functionality
• a fourth-party tool for leveraging customer gullibility while simultaneously limiting stakeholder estrangement
• blissfully ignorant of HIPPA, SOX, PCI, or anything similar, but just simply loves that they're acronyms
• as enterprise-ready as it's ever gonna get – message us ASAP for details
• is the current in-house record holder of the highest BullFighter score

Early users of the AaaS service were shocked to learn that it depends on one ridiculously simple and weird trick: at a 
command prompt, type 'cat >/dev/null' and wait.  We've documented this, so it's a marketable feature (YMMV).

Investor inquiries eagerly welcomed.  Hurry!  Only 18 'as-a-service' technologies remain available.

----

About Mikey's Blue Sky Enterprises:

The staff of MBSE has a skeptical view of IT marketing, wrought, no doubt, by too many years in the trenches attempting to keep 
everything working the way the sales staff (or salesmen) said it would.  At present they are underemployed DevOps Dudes, Hardware 
Hunters and Patch Gatherers (aka SysAdmins), Renaissance Toolmakers, and Systemic Reasonability Engineers, leading their less-
than-fully-occupied (i.e., idle) minds to create press releases of questionable veracity.  Don't let them near impressionable young 
children or easily frightened pets.  If they draw uncomfortably near, distract them with something shiny.
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